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ABSTRACT

A hat provided with a hollow chamber having top
mounted intake ports, and a front section having an
adjustable vaned discharge port directed downward,
with a miniature battery powered electric fan within
the front section.
1 Claim, 4 Drawing Figures
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HAT WITH VENTILATING MEANS

when the hat is worn. The section 12 has a hollow
chamber 14 which extends rearward and upward to the
top of the hat and is provided with two spaced top disMy invention is directed toward a hat having means
posed air intake ports 16. The bottom of section 12 has
for throwing a cooling breeze upon the face and neck 5
a relatively large air discharge port 18 with adjustable
area of a user to produce a cooling action.
vanes 20 therein. A miniature electric fan having a
To this end, the hat which has a front portion extendhousing 22 and blades 24 is disposed in chamber 14.
ing in front of the forehead of the user (when the hat
Housing 22 contains motor 26 and detachable battery
is worn) has a hollow chamber with air intake ports ex28. The housing is held in place by bracket 32. An ontending upward through the top surface of the hat and 10
off switch 30, manually operable, is disposed on the
an air discharge port with adjustable vanes disposed in
outside of the hat and is connected in circuit with batthe bottom of the front portion. The chamber contains
tery and motor in conventional manner. The switch can
an electric fan miniature in size and powered by a rebe a reversing switch and the motor can be of the type
placeable battery detachably secured to the fan motor
which
reverses direction of rotation when the polarity
A switch disposed on the side of the hat turns same on
15 of the applied voltage is reversed.
and off.
My invention can then be used as previously deWhen the switch is on, the fan runs drawing air in
scribed.
through the discharge port whereby the desired cooling
While I have described my invention with particular
action ensues.
reference to the drawings, such is not to be considered
As a result the user obtains the same effect as if a bat- 20 as limiting its actual scope.
tery powered hand fan is used, but has the additional
Having thus described this invention, what is asserted
benefit of having both hands free.
as new is:
1. In combination:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
a
hat having a hollow head-receiving crown portion
In the drawings:
25
with two spaced air intake ports in said crown norF
FIG. 1 is a perspective of my invention in use;
tion;
FIG. 2 is a detail inverted plan of my invention per
said hat having a hollow visor portion, including a
se;
bottom portion extending forwardly of and in comFIG. 3 is a partially cutaway side elevation of my inmunication with said crown portion,
vention; and
30
a discharge port disposed in the bottom of the hollow
FIG. 4 is a detail section of the drive for the fan used
visor portion containing spaced adjustable vanesin my invention.
and
a miniature battery-operated fan means having a
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
motor disposed in said hollow visor portion above
EMBODIMENTS
35
said discharge port and pulling air from said intake
Referring now to FIGS. 1-4, a hat 10 has a front secports in the top of the hat.
tion 12 extending in front of the forehead of the user
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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